Abstract. From its beginnings, the empirical study of life has been earmarked by the idea that tiny machines are at work in living tissues. The discovery of protein machines and the illumination of the genetic code during the 20th century revealed a profound similarity between many aspects of technological devices and biological components, and this fulfilled many of the musings of early biological thinkers. The stronger similarities between biology and engineering are so clear that there are pervasive cases of design isomorphs, where precise technological designs are found to preexist in living organisms. This isomorphic congruence has been thought by many to be a mere coincidental outcome of undirected evolutionary processes, making the similarities superfluous to scientific practice, and inconsequential to the question of the cause of life. The precision of the likenesses might suggest a reevaluation of viewing the matches as uncorrelated coincidences. Conceptual likenesses are widespread, and exist at all levels of organismal complexity. Cases of isomorphic reasoning, when the similarities between machine devices and organism parts have been applied to experimental biology, reveal a powerful conceptual resource for the research biologist. Cooperation between biologists and technologists in isomorphic integration yields a successful investigative effort of previously unknown efficiency. The rendering of a quantitative metric of isomorphic relationships, presented here as Isomorphic Complexity (abbreviated IsoC), would bring the possibility of a database that could be queried for possible help in biological and technological research. One might get the distinct impression that something more than mere coincidence is involved in the origin of the isomorphic connection between organic biology and teleological machines.
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Introduction
Biophysicist Robert Eisenberg wrote that, “Productive research is catalysed by assuming that most biological systems are devices. Thinking today of your biological preparation as a device tells you what experiments to do tomorrow.” Why might this be good advice for a biologist? As the reader digests this paper, it will become clear that it is good counsel for the research biologist to draw from technological and teleological concepts to understand biology.

A connection between organisms and machines has been present in the study of how living things work from its inception to the present day. Modern medicine had similar concepts from its beginning to its current form. With the industrial age in the historical rearview mirror and the information age fast approaching, Michael Polanyi gave a thought provoking outline of the striking similarities between an organism and a machine that occur at the most fundamental levels of their forms. Biological reasoning is often based on the idea that organic machines underlie biological function, and that these operations are explained by similar laws and principles to those operating in teleological and technological devices. It has now been realized that the connection between biological systems and engineered systems is far stronger than previously thought.

Like many past and present thinkers that have contributed to biology and technology, this paper will focus on specific similarities, while the relevant differences for such applications will be left to other existing and future works. This is done in order to seek possible benefits to the life and applied sciences that might issue from concepts presented here.

The design isomorph
Likenesses between biology and technology have been discussed in other works, but now the progress of the life and applied sciences have, with greater clarity and more data, revealed to our eyes a surprising fact. Similarities can manifest themselves as specific cases called design isomorphs, where a technological design is found to exist in living things. (For examples of design isomorphs with illustrations and descriptions, see Figures 1.1 – 1.6.) LEDs, rotors, bushings, worm gear, compasses, levers, flight technologies, codes, circuitry motifs, clutches, logic gates, and network configuration regimes are but a few examples of design isomorphs. As it turns out, the physical structures of design isomorphs are very similar in form and function, or exactly the same in design and purpose. The isomorphic link between biology and technology is much tighter than Pierre Gassendi and other early scientific thinkers could have ever imagined.

Types of Isomorphs
There are four main types of isomorphic correlations between technology and biology: conceptual, functional, material, and structural. In conceptual iso-
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isomorphs, the stratagems or plans are related by the same ideas. Functional isomorphs are similarities related to the goal or purpose that is brought about by the arrangement of parts. Structural isomorphs have matching physical configurations. Material isomorphs use similar elements, molecules, or substrate material in the operation of an isomorphic concept or function. These types are a “ground floor,” upon which other derived varieties of isomorphic relationships occur.

**Other derived varieties of isomorphs**

It is often the case that design isomorphs utilize different combinations of types, having more than one type, and so being derivative of the above basic types. An isomorph that mirrors all four of the above types is a complete isomorph. A layered isomorph is a unified complex structure that has matches at multiple levels for different functions. A cooperative isomorph is when multiple non-unified isomorphic structures are working together within a system to perform one function. An organismal isomorph is when the whole organism is involved with the conceptual or functional isomorph.

Of discoveries to date, usage of a conceptual or a functional design is the most frequent type of isomorph, and these often have exact matches between cases of technological use and biological use.

Examples of complete isomorphs can be found in species of magnetotactic bacteria. These species of bacteria use magnetized components of their cells, appropriately called magnetosomes, as compasses to navigate. These organisms have the ability to “orientate and navigate along geomagnetic lines,” and this aptitude “is due to intracellular magnetic particles.” Current data indicates that half of a magnetosome chain is passed on from the parent cells, but the other half is formed by mineral-uptake systems. Derived varieties of isomorphic relationships are at work in magnetotactic bacteria, beyond the fact that the isomorphic relationship in magnetotactic bacteria holds strong on all four basic isomorphic types. Magnetically guided bacteria are an organismal isomorph, since the processes of motion involved in magnetotaxis depend on aspects of the entire organism. Magnetotactic bacteria that utilize flagellar motility show signs of being cooperative isomorphs, since the magnetosomes and the flagellar assemblies would each have their own obvious isomorphic connections.

The isomorphic relationship between organisms and inventions can also hold for one, two, or three types. For example, a two-way isomorph is found with open and alternate reading frames in the base pairs of DNA and RNA. These are conceptually related to Caesar ciphers since both are data streams. The functional tie-in is a closer match still with two messages of different meanings in one data stream. Yet, material and structural similarities are not typically comparable, since the material substrate of DNA are sugars and phosphates, whereas letters are most commonly found on instances of ink-and-paper or bytes in computer storage devices.
The three-way isomorph can be explained further using the example of the advanced design of high-efficiency LEDs, which were developed for electronic devices and later found in a species of African swallowtail butterflies. That is to say, LEDs in technology and biology are conceptually the same (being a semi-conductive diode), have the same function (serve the purpose of more efficiently using light), and are structurally the same (sharing the same basic shape and form including structures serving as photonic crystals and distributed Bragg reflectors).

Two examples of a layered isomorph are the DNA double helix and the bacterial flagellum. The structure of the DNA molecule allows for different types of functions. The spiral-shaped double helix allows for functionality like a worm-wheel when the DNA is coupled to the helicase, the chain of nucleic acids serves as sequence codes while also bonding and serving as spokes or spines, and the structure also allows for function like a zipper for replication and transcription. All of these functions are concurrently dependent on the molecular structure of DNA. Some bacterial flagellum has many isomorphic connections, including rotors, stators, engines, and even a clutch.

Design isomorphs and scientific practice

The biological insights disclosed by scholars like Michael Polanyi and Erwin Schrödinger state that life operates within the fundamental aspects of nature as identified by physics and chemistry, but that life is not reducible to the laws of physics and chemistry alone. One aspect of this irreducibility is the sequence code formed by successive nucleic acid base pairs in DNA, and the successive amino acid structure of a protein, are not determined by the properties of their chemical parts. Genetic diversity is constrained by physical and chemical qualities of nucleic acids, but do not determine the sequences of base pairs. If life is not reducible to physics and chemistry alone, and cannot be completely understood in purely physico-chemical terms, how should it be studied and how can it be understood?

Intelligent design (ID) proposes that life shows the telltale signs of being designed by intelligence, and if this were true it would follow that certain features will be better studied as a type of intelligent design. If the inference that life was caused by intelligence is correct, there should be a link between biology and technology. There should be specific instances where organisms would be better investigated as if they were inventions of human technology. Is this the case, though?

Isomorphic reasoning

In addition to ID’s conceptual link between life and inventions, the isomorphic link between biology and technology also suggests that certain aspects of life will have specific conditions that are better studied.
Reading frame shifts are changes in the starting position of the reading frame. These shifts are found in intra-textual Caesar ciphers in cryptographic codes, as well as in the alternate reading frames (ARFome) of DNA and RNA.

Tech. ciphers – Caesar ciphers at the syntax level of coded encryption. The sequence of letters “tisthereasonin” could be read as “This the reason” or “Is there a son in” depending on where one begins to read.

Bio. ciphers (genetic) – Alternate reading frames in DNA and RNA

within a design-based framework. Conceptual resources (mental frameworks or ideas) serve to help biologists to understand and study life. In addition to knowledge and conceptual resources from physics and chemistry, biologists often utilize conceptual resources that use isomorphic reasoning. This type of reasoning is design-based and uses design isomorphism to reason about particular facets of biology. The aid of isomorphic reasoning had been present not only at the beginning of the life sciences, but was necessary to many subsequent biological studies.

Experimental biology is driven mostly by observation, instrumentation and data collection, but isomorphic reasoning often guides research by providing a framework on which the researcher can hypothesize and test the mechanisms of unknown processes. As biologists explore the unknown designs of the living world, they frequently use conceptual resources not related to physics and chemistry, in order to propose new models that can be tested to see if the isomorphic concepts match up with observations and data. A bioresearcher exploring an unknown aspect of the cell imagines what characteristics the unknown aspect has, usually extrapolated from related data and conceptual models (like design-isomorphic reasoning). Then, the bioresearcher derives ways of taking measurements and testing whether those anticipated characters are present. Isomorphs often serve as idea templates, or thought models, off of which biologists can lift helpful concepts for exploring the living world. Let’s consider three historical examples of isomorphic reasoning: the idea of symbolic codes applied to molecular genetics, the use of reverse engineering to understand biological systems, and the study of strategic flight technologies in the predator-prey relationship of bats and their prey.

Nucleic acids and linguistic codes

The logic of symbols was constantly present in the thoughts of researchers as they were working out the functions of DNA and RNA. John Maynard Smith provides a brief description of which conceptual models were helpful when the function of DNA was first investigated, and what was not:

“The scientists who discovered the nature of the genetic code had coding analogy constantly in mind, as the vocabulary they used to describe their discoveries makes clear....
If, instead, the problem had been treated as one of the chemistry of protein-RNA interactions, we might still be waiting for an answer.15

Codes, which are used in human languages, were later found in nucleic acids. Proteins also have characteristics of a code. Codes are now readily recognized as a design isomorph, and also was the conceptual resource that guided the elucidation of DNA function. The isomorphic concept of informatic coding guided the illumination of the genetic material. The logic of symbols was and still is the *modus operandi* of molecular genetics and proteomics. ID’s conceptual link between technology and biology, by way of design isomorphs, holds very tight at the genetic level, from the beginning of its investigation to the present day.

The isomorphic relationships between biological parts and human inventions are more than analogies. Hubert Yockey explains how coding at the genetic level is more than a mere analogy and has a deeper meaning than simple anthropocentric equivocation:

> “It is important to understand that we are not reasoning by analogy. The sequence hypothesis [that the exact order of symbols records the information] applies directly to the protein and the genetic text as well as to written language and therefore the treatment is mathematically identical.”16

The genetic codes are not codes in a loosely analogous way. There is an identity between linguistic codes and nucleic codes. Genetic sequences are codes in an isomorphic way.

Because of the known origin of codes and languages, this coding isomorph has direct implications for the origin of life. The only cause of codes and languages is intelligence. Any pathway to a code that lacks intelligent input needs to explain why the laws of physics and chemistry make a code inevitable under specified conditions. Yet the very nature of codes entails contingency, not law-like rigidity.17 It is the message that specifies the required sequential order of encoding symbols, and a message implies an existing transmitter and receiver. The interdependence of coding among the parts of syntax, semantics, and processors of genetic information is a formidable chicken-egg-nest relationship between transmitter and sender on the one hand and encoding convention on the other, and so is also a fundamental example of irreducible complexity.18

Isomorphic reasoning has certainly helped the researchers studying the codes, algorithms, and ciphers of life. The isomorphic link between biology and technology at the genetic level is indeed clear, but what about other aspects of a living organism?

**Reverse engineering**

Another prime example of isomorphic reasoning used frequently in biological research is reverse engineering. Reverse engineering, long used by engineers to discover the inner-workings of a competitor’s complex machines, was and still is an incredibly effective conceptual tool for understanding the inner-workings of life.19 There are diverse methods of reverse engineering, including what is sometimes called “perturbation analysis.” This frequent application involves the removal of a part from a system in order to see how the removal of the part perturbs the system, and thereby disclosing a possible function of the removed part. The value of reverse engineering for biology should not be underestimated.

Reverse engineering has served biology at all levels of exploration and in many medical applications as well. Reverse engineering can help a molecular biologist discover the genetic basis of a protein or enzyme. Typical locations of a part of the cell can be investigated using reverse engineering. Metabolic pathways are reverse engineered in order to determine what biochemical components are involved. Developmental pathways for cellular components
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like the bacterial flagellum are reverse engineered. Immune reactions are reverse engineered to determine which proteins serve what purpose in a cascade. Communication pathways like hormone channels are reverse engineered. Parts within tissues, organs, and organ systems are reverse engineered to help discover the roles involved. Functions at the highest organism levels are often ascertained by reverse engineering. Processes in ecosystems are reverse engineered to discern their relationships. If living systems could not be reverse engineered, our current knowledge of biological systems would be considerably less. In sum, biological investigations that are not resolved by direct observation are generally elucidated by way of the design-based methods of reverse engineering.

Strategic flight technologies

Flight technology revolutionized human warfare by adding an entirely new theater of battle in the skies. In the struggle for aeronautical supremacy, many strategies have been developed to provide an edge over competitors. The dawning of automated electronics made possible many complex technological strategies, known as electronic countermeasures (ECMs) and electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCMs). Parallel navigation, decoy signals, radar-jamming, stealth wing structures, meaconing, evasive maneuvers, and other strategies were born of the need for an edge in the sky wars.

Though these strategic flight technologies were new to our human technology, life had already actualized many of these flight tactics. A long-standing struggle for supremacy in the air exists between the tiger moth and echolocating, predatory bats. As the strategic flight technologies of the moths and bats were scientifically explored and characterized, the human technologies that were isomorphic to the bat-moth stratagems served as conceptual resources to guide the scientific effort. It is possible that ECMs to be invented in the future are already in use by bats and their prey, but we do not yet have the conceptual or instrumental resources that would enable us to test for the presence of these more advanced strategies in life.

Symbolic logic, reverse engineering, and strategic flight technologies were all human inventions that were subsequently found in nature, and the engineering uses aided in the exploration and description of the isomorphic biological systems. The isomorphic use of symbolic logic shows the effectiveness of isomorphic reasoning at the fundamental genetic level. Reverse engineering is isomorphically used at many levels of biological organization, including genetic, cellular, tissue, organ, organ system, and population echelons. Isomorphic reasoning about strategic flight technologies guides the exploration of an interspecies war in the skies. These three examples show the potent and wide-ranging effectiveness of isomorphic reasoning.

Isomorphic reasoning vs. Darwinian reasoning

The usefulness of isomorphic reasoning as juxtaposed with Darwinian reasoning offers insight into the history of bioscience. Two important figures in twentieth-century biology, Theodosius Dobzhansky and Francis Crick, offer us an interesting contradiction to ponder. On the one hand, Dobzhansky states that, “Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.” On the other, Crick states that science often makes sense of life without the “light of evolution”:

> “Biologists must constantly keep in mind that what they see was not designed, but rather evolved. It might be thought, therefore, that evolutionary arguments would play a large part in guiding biological research, but this is far from the case. It is difficult enough to study what is happening now. To figure out exactly what happened in evolution is even more difficult. Thus evolutionary achievements can be used as hints to suggest possible lines of research, but it is highly dangerous to trust them too much. It is all too easy to make mistaken inferences unless the
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process involved is already very well understood."²²

What happened in the time between Dobzhansky’s statement in 1964 and Crick’s in 1990 that accounts for this dichotomy? One might suspect that what occurred in the interim was that biologists came to more fully understand biological processes, and at that point Crick was able to realize that Darwinism was mostly useless for this progress. Advancement of knowledge in experimental biology is driven mostly by observation, instrumentation and data collection. At the same time, hypothesis formation using theories like Darwinism are rarely helpful, and, as Crick explains, are often “highly dangerous” if trusted too much. National Academy of Sciences member Phillip Skell has also made significant note of this weakness of Darwinian thought in experimental biology.²³

Additionally corrupting in Darwinian thought is Charles Darwin’s use of theological reasoning to produce ideologically-charged explanations. Theological reasoning, about why or what a beneficent Creator would or would not do, pervades Darwin’s writings, especially Origin of Species.²⁴ Darwin’s heavy use of theological reasoning undermines an empirical approach to nature and sometimes even hinders the progress of bioscience. Nobel laureate Robert Laughlin explains the ideological problem we now face:

“Much of present-day biological knowledge is ideological. A key symptom of ideological thinking is the explanation that has no implications and cannot be tested. I call such logical dead ends antitheories because they have exactly the opposite effect of real theories: they stop thinking rather than stimulate it. Evolution by natural selection, for instance, which Charles Darwin originally conceived as a great theory, has lately come to function more as an antitheory, called upon to cover up embarrassing experimental shortcomings and legitimize findings that are at best questionable and at worst not even wrong. Your protein defies the laws of mass action? Evolution did it! Your complicated mess of chemical reactions turns into a chicken? Evolution! The human brain works on logical principles no computer can emulate? Evolution is the cause!”²⁵

Darwinism in particular (and conceptions of unguided evolution in general) has not been very helpful to biology, whereas isomorphic reasoning has played a large part in guiding important biological research.

“More complex than once thought”

A revealing reason that Darwinian thought has not been helpful is that it tends to see biology in simplistic terms that are, well, too simple. When searching Google for phrases such as “more complex than previously thought,” over a million-and-a-half hits currently result. Some things that were “more complex than thought” from the first few pages include research findings in the following areas:

- communication among cells
- the oldest animal genomes
- bird flight orientation
- genes
- patterns of neuronal migration during cortical development
- the relationship between evolution and embryonic development
- p53 ubiquitination and degradation
- human memory
- the fetal immune system
- the mouse genome
- visual processing in the brain
- regulation of neuronal survival in the retina
- COX enzymes
- the human genome
- the female human body
- cerebellar circuitry and learned behaviors
- estrogen receptors
- neural induction

• the interaction between adipose tissue and the rest of the body
• the human transcriptome (RNA’s)
• gene regulation by MEF2
• social lives of bats
• virus replication

According to current evolutionary views that see the unfolding of life as unguided, the apparent progress in evolution is a step-by-step gradual process. In these frameworks, life originated by blind processes, and it has since diversified and become more complex by other supposedly blind processes like neutral mutations, cooption, natural selection acting on random mutations, and other mechanisms working over vast eons. Though Eldridge and Gould’s proposals from “punctuated equilibria” envisage rapid changes, even they admitted that genetic changes must somehow occur in a stepwise fashion, and an incremental building up of biological components is still present. In other words, the increase was step-by-step, whether faster or slower increases in complexity, complexity always following simplicity.

But, on the contrary, we are learning that the beginnings of living systems were more complex than thought. The eukaryotic cell had high complexity from its known beginnings. As the list of things that are “more complex than thought” can show us, we actually see huge complexity near the beginning of major changes in life, with occasional losses among later categories of complexity. The chordate and mammalian “gene tool kits” are present from the beginnings of the taxonomic level. Contrary to evolutionary gradualist logic, what is being revealed from genome cataloging is that complexity appears early in evolution, especially at the cellular and sub-cellular level. The DNA code had its current maximal efficiency & operation (G,C,A,T) from its known beginnings to the present. Current data indicates that there is limited common substrate space for kinases in eukaryotes, such that all eukaryotic kinases share one common set of chemical bases.

This proposed gradual evolutionary process is often conceived of as random mutations culled by natural selection, with mutations viewed as “tinkering” at the base pair level of the genetic material. Contrary to this view, it is thought that chromosome rearrangements play a greater role in the story of evolution, thus also making evolution more complex than mutation-based frameworks like neo-Darwinism might lead us to think.

Known instances of true beneficial novelty by Darwinian evolution involve shuffling of existing parts or the degradation of parts. Reduction in function,
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complexity, or breakage of functional parts is often seen. One example of beneficial Darwinian evolution is antibiotic resistance. If attained by mutational change, this involves a reduction in function of cell membrane gateways, preventing the lethal antibiotic chemicals from entering the bacterial cell. These known cases of Darwinian novelty benefit through degradative change, not constructive alteration.32

Isidore Rigoutsos, a lead scientist at IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, N.Y., is reported as saying that, “‘The picture that’s emerging’ of how living cells actually operate and evolve ‘is so immensely more complicated than anyone imagined, it’s almost depressing.’”33 Nobel laureate Robert Laughlin gives one possible reason for this depression, “The Darwinian theory has become an all-purpose obstacle to thought rather than an enabler of scientific advance.”

Some of the “more complex than thought” mindset might be “media sensationalism,” but these statements often come from the researchers involved in the studies. One would hope that those involved with the research are being honest and truthful about their findings and the new data squares with the general view in their field of study. The fact that it is often the researchers that disclose their surprise lends support to the conclusion that this faulty gradualist mindset does actually exist, and could be impeding research progress.

Isomorphic reasoning would lead us to look at how one might engineer and design a complex device for a precise and intricate task. Engineers know that designing machines that fulfill complex, modulating, developmental, and protracted functions utilizing informational, algorithmic, and mechanical foundations is a monumental undertaking. A great deal of time, resources, effort, and/or intelligence must be applied to the task of instantiating complex machines. The functions of living organisms are much like this, and isomorphic reasoning is one way of thinking about life in order to more adequately anticipate the biological trend that life is “more complex than once thought.” Currently, “less complex than once thought” only returns two hits. The data coming out of the labs would suggest that we begin to expect that things are more complex. We would stand a greater chance of being correct.

Isomorphic reasoning would also put Einstein’s Razor on a firm epistemic ground in biological reasoning. As a balancing factor to Occam’s razor, Einstein’s would be another ideal conceptual resource for addressing these mental “complexity roadblocks.”34

Design isomorphs and the functional default
Another point where isomorphism offers a helpful path for biological reasoning is in the struggle between methodological views on how to approach biological function. Isomorphic reasoning offers guiding concepts that helps keep perspective on the goals of biological study. One way this is accomplished through isomorphic reasoning is by steering clear of what the biologist isn’t doing. Isomorphic reasoning keeps in focus that the biologist isn’t asking how something in nature serves no purpose or is functionless. The biologist cannot assume from the outset that something in nature will be meaningless, purposeless, disordered, functionless, or irrelevant. Science is focused on finding order, patterns, structure, and other quantifiable realities necessary to derive measurement and analysis. If the biologist begins with this non-functional default, this axiom becomes a science-stopping view, and isomorphic logic suggests this be generally avoided by a working biologist. Here is one evolutionary biologist reportedly using faulty, non-scientific reasoning of the non-functional type:

... T. Ryan Gregory, an assistant professor in biology at the University of Guelph, believes that nonfunctional should be the default assumption. "Function at the organism level is something that requires evidence," he said.35
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Gregory might not be reifying a “non-functional default” into a practical axiom for biology in the way the reporter presents Gregory’s ideas, but analyzing such a reification is instructive.

Theoretically, one assumes that claiming functionality requires evidence, in the sense that we cannot claim a specific function until we have evidence of the specific function happening. But it is plainly stated at this juncture that a working scientist is trying to figure out the operations of nature. Biologists are trying to understand how life works. The goal of biology is to find the patterns, order, structures, and functions in life. They are not setting out from the start to figure out how the parts of organisms don’t work. Starting with the mental presumption that parts of an organism are non-functional brings no benefit to the investigator, and can be a severe cognitive impediment to research progress.

Should the default assumption be non-functional? How could one reliably know that any particular thing is non-functional? One would have to know a great deal about the physical attributes of the biological part, and its context, in order to make a determination that something is non-functional. In other words, only after the project of science is done, can an interpretation of non-functional be legitimately presented as an option. Therefore, the non-functional default is no help for the investigation of nature. In fact, the idea of a “non-functional default” is a promiscuous hindrance to science, since it would serve as a thought-arresting dogma, not a useful axiom. The same applies for all “assumptions” of meaninglessness, purposelessness, disorder, functionless, or irrelevance. Non-functional is a possible conclusion, not a beginning point for science.

An example of this defeatist attitude was when many biologists brought a neo-Darwinian interpretation to non-coding DNA and advised that the “junk” of the genome was assumed to be parasitical and didn’t have a useful purpose.\textsuperscript{38} Isomorphic reasoning would suggest that even though some genes may appear to be non-functional or parasitical, this does not necessarily mean that we should assume they have no function. Instead, science should seek the order and function, and only after the investigation is finished can a conclusion of non-functional or meaninglessness be proposed.

Two goals bring strong confidence and motivation to the scientist; the twin objectives that nature has operations and that we can understand them. Without these two isomorphic and inherently teleological concepts, biology becomes illogical. Function at the organism level is the axiom of biological research, if for no other reason than we have so frequently found function after an extensive search, even when there was no discernable data that indicated function. A more productive approach is, “Part X probably has a function, so let’s explore the biomolecules and the surroundings to try and figure out its purpose.” In this way, isomorphic and teleological reasoning can also serve as heuristics for biology (a heuristic being a concept that steers our effort towards an end that is more likely to be helpful). Not only is end-directed, teleological thinking an integral aspect of biological
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\caption{Compasses are devices that utilize mineral magnetite affected by the earth’s magnetic polarity to specify relative geo-direction. Compass functionality can be found in magnetotactic bacteria that have an ability to “orientate and navigate along geomagnetic lines due to intracellular magnetic particles.”\textsuperscript{36,37}}
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reasoning, it is now clear that isomorphic reasoning has been critical to the history of biology.

**Future uses of isomorphic reasoning**

Presently unknown processes could be uncovered by using isomorphs to guide research. Further study of design isomorphs could accelerate research into the functions of DNA systems like repair regimes, error-detection mechanisms, and error-correction mechanisms.

**Isomorphic integration in the interaction of biology and technology**

Isomorphs suggest a deep connection between life sciences and engineering sciences. This deep connection has immediate implications for interdisciplinary fields that relate biology and technology. The means and efficiency by which biology and technology are interrelated in scientific practice is another revealing aspect of design isomorphism called *isomorphic integration*. There is a unique hand-in-glove fit between technology and biology. Many newer biological disciplines reveal an obvious practicality of the isomorphic perspective on types of research. Fields of research that operate on isomorphic integration have great promise and are emerging as possibly the most important and hardest impacting biosciences of the 21st century.

Consider biology and its relationship with many of the technological and applied sciences. Bioinformatics (especially genome, epigenome, proteome, transcriptome and other -ome cataloging projects), computational biology, systems biology, biotechnology, nanotechnology, biosemiotics, biomimetics, and cybernetics all show isomorphic interfaces that are being utilized by scientists studying living organisms.

In addition to being hauntingly similar to man-made teleological technology, biological components are compatible with computational analysis to a degree that was never expected by anyone, except perhaps someone who thought that biological organisms are the product of teleological intelligent design. Computational, programmatic, and technological analyses of biological realities produce a cornucopia of scientific possibilities. Establishing interfaces between biological components and human machines for computational analysis of organisms renders a technological methodology that is an apex of scientific tractability and productivity. Parts of the living cell can be analyzed via informational dimensions, technologically interfaced, mechanically understood, computationally quantized, electronically observed, predictably documented, rigorously calculated, reverse engineered, recognized, comprehended, understood, evaluated, theoretically explored, simulated, synthesized, emulated, and investigated with informational, algorithmic, and mechanical interfaces.

The cooperation among computational biologists, statisticians, mathematicians, computer scientists, engineers, and physicists shows that “systems biology” includes powerful methods for the scientific study of life. This systems-level view of life is a unique marriage of the biosciences with the engineering sciences, and its early successes are partially due to the fact that “approaches [to attaining system robustness] used in engineering systems are also found in biological systems.”

Additionally, this investigative harmony between human inventions and organisms is unique among all other types of existing things that we know of. Because the DNA is isomorphically the same as a human language and computer codes, the same tools used to explore languages and codes are frequently applied to the DNA. Computation reveals much about physics, chemistry, and other sciences. Yet, there is no such mirror between human technology and other phenomena quite like biology.

This veritable “plug-and-play” dynamic between biological phenomena and human computational machines is speaking profoundly to those carefully considering the evidence nature is presenting. In the mind of an ID theorist, this techno-scientific fitness is an exemplary reason to think that life was designed by intelligence. With such a profound similarity between biology and technology, is there any surprise
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that some think that life was designed by intelligence?

Of particular note is the technological construction of artificial life including artificial genomes, artificial proteins, artificial cells, artificial organs, artificial intelligence, and directed proteomic evolution. All of these fields integrate, in a profound way, the technologies of the biotic realm with the technologies of the human realm.

Biomimetics is also a very natural handshake to isomorphic reasoning, and it could be directly stated that biomimetics is reverse isomorphism. Often, living things have designs that are far superior to anything that has been technologically developed. In biomimetics, inventors and engineers seek out the complexity and efficiency of living systems for possible technological solutions. Since technological research is quickly becoming a vast array of microscopic and nanoscopic applications, fueled by a feverish rush to thrust more power into smaller and smaller spaces, the designs of nature are being increasingly relied upon for concept stimulation, as well as product research and development. From micro-batteries for artificial retinas, to nanotechnological carbon machines, looking to life for inspiration and guidance is quickly becoming an extremely important aspect of technological development.

Critics of ID are known to ask, “How would biological research be done differently if one thought that life was designed?” This, I think, is a misstated question. A better question would be, “How would one approach biological research if life was designed?” To answer this question, let us consider the jobs of a chemist, an engineer, and newer biology careers:

- Chemists studying interactions of matter and energy have in their toolkit the methods and approaches developed by previous chemists.
- Engineers studying functionally-directed systems have in their toolkit the methods and approaches developed by previous engineers.
- Systems biologists studying life have in their toolkit the methods and approaches developed by previous computer scientists and systems engineers.
- Biochemists, molecular biologists, and experimental biologists studying life have in their toolkits the reverse engineering methods and function-based approaches developed by previous inventors and engineers.
- Bioinformaticists studying life have in their toolkit the methods and approaches developed by previous inventors and theorists in information technology, telecommunications, and computer science.

The cutting edge of bioscience studies life as if it were designed by intelligence.

There are many other examples where isomorphic reasoning has brought great help to biology. These could be further discussed here, but the above examples of coding logic, reverse engineering, biological functionality, and isomorphic integration make clear the powerful utility of isomorphic reasoning. From
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the beginning of the life sciences, to elucidation of the DNA code, to the study of many parts of an organism, isomorphic reasoning has led the way in some of the most important undertakings in biology. The conceptual resource of isomorphism stands next to the laws of physics, knowledge of chemistry, and observation, in terms of usefulness in biological exploration. And the future of isomorphism is shaping up to be brighter than its past. 42

Current isomorphic research: Isomorphic Evolution
In order for Dobzhansky’s words about the “light of evolution” to ring truer, evolutionary biology may want to look more to isomorphic reasoning for inspiration, and consider what isomorphism means for the unfolding of evolution.

One example of isomorphic research applied to evolution currently underway is the work of Albert de Roos, who is using the software development concept of design-by-contract to propose evolutionary models of genome architecture. 43 With a design-by-contract approach, de Roos offers the idea that specific genetic elements (like intron splicing sites) could be interchange points upon which other genetic elements (like exons) are connected to, such that these introns would form stable interfaces that could allow modulation in other genetic elements. The work of de Roos is a direct application of isomorphic reasoning.

James A. Shapiro has discussed the possibility of “natural genetic engineering” in evolution. 44 His views on genome system architectures resonate in a profound harmony with design isomorphic reasoning.

Another example of isomorphic research into evolution comes from a recent bioinformatics conference, wherein the protein network in the living cell is topologically compared with the Internet. 45

From theoretical connection to plausible causal connection
Sometimes biologists use mental analogies between technology and biology to help them understand how life works. These analogies were originally developed as mental constructs to more easily wrap the mind around materials and processes in life. Analogies can make something complicated easier to comprehend. Biologists have had differing opinions about whether or not the analogies were really true. With design isomorphs, the analogies are, in fact, collapsing into reality. 46 Coordinated strategies and physical structures that have been intentionally developed for very specific purposes by intelligent inventors are being found to fulfill the same purposes in living organisms.

Discussing the possibility of intelligence as the cause of life is not a superfluous gloss, but has direct implications for how life should be studied. The existence, frequency, and foundational presence of design isomorphs suggest that there is a specific and profound link between biology and technology. Both biological designs and technological designs utilize fundamental aspects of the universe in order to manifest highly improbable boundary conditions that yield the distinct informatic structures, algorithmic functions, and mechanical units that constitute the respective biological and technological products. Isomorphic designs on the two distinct biological and technological levels both utilize the characteristics of space-time, fundamental forces, elementary constants, essential qualities of matter, and features of energy, so that

42 “The mechanical characterization of the cellular ‘factory’ is just beginning. Many more mechanical cellular functions are likely to be discovered in the future. This exciting new aspect of the inner workings of the cell challenges us to learn to think in terms of concepts heretofore alien to the trained biochemist.” – Carlos Bustamante, et al. 2004. “Mechanical Processes in Biochemistry.” Annual Review of Biochemistry 73, pp. 705-48.


46 “With advances in physiology and the rise of modern biochemistry in the early twentieth century, the chemical factory or laboratory became the dominant metaphor for this biological unit. Today in the twenty-first century, the metaphorical imagery has become a reality, with cells acting as chemical factories for the synthesis of commercially valuable bio-products.” – Andrew Reynolds. 2007. Endeavour. See previous footnote with same author.
they allow for similarly specified structures and functions. Humans must also choose among these same basic attributes of the physical universe to derive the same specified functions. These physico-chemical limitations also suggest that whatever non-human intelligence might have caused the informatic, algorithmic, and mechanical aspects of life, that cause has specific modes of operation that are isomorphic with human designers. The cause of life must have the ability to produce designs that can function within the same physical laws and conditions that human technology functions in.

What does the existence of isomorphs suggest about the cause of the biological side of an isomorph? Isomorphs cannot provide absolute proof that the biological side was caused by non-human design, since only the causal histories of the technological instances are known with strict certainty. One might acknowledge that the presence of isomorphs is highly suggestive of intelligent design. ID would predict that we should be able to find striking examples of similarities between biological organisms and technological inventions. This link resulting from ID premises is supported by the empirically verified similarities of design isomorphs, in which the likenesses between biology and technology are often mind-bending.

**Extremely similar effects, similar cause**
A simple exercise in retrodiction can allow one to explore the notion that isomorphs are suggestive of real design. ID suggests that both biology and technology are intelligently designed, resulting in a link between life and machines at a theoretical level. If technological products and biological products both have an intelligent cause, this conceptual link from ID premises suggests that we should find some type of conceptual, functional, or structural similarities among human inventions and the parts of living organisms. Why should we have reason to think that we should find these precise similarities, when we have no independently verifiable knowledge about non-human designers?

Are design isomorphs, isomorphic reasoning, and isomorphic integration some types of signs of intelligence? Some may think this is the case. In empirical science, verification can come from unexpected places. Though support can sometimes come from surprising directions, one is hard-pressed to imagine what stronger evidence for ID than isomorphism might look like. An encrypted video of an intelligent origin of life event stored on a disk of Martian substances discovered in pre-Cambrian rocks could be faked, and the lab notes of a non-human genetic engineer could be fabricated onto a carbon plate, and it is likely we could never know whether this evidence were real or not. Even if a non-terrestrial visitor appeared and showed us they had the capability of doing so, how could we be sure that they did cause life on Earth?

With design isomorphism, there is no fabrication or imagination, only real evidence from living organisms and working machines that implies that life was intelligently designed. If one is not open to the possibility that design isomorphism might be presenting signs of intelligence, it is likely an impossible task to open one’s mind to the plausibility that intelligence is the cause of life. A rock-solid conviction against ID that does not think twice in the face of design isomorphs will probably never be challenged, and reliable empirical evidence that could shake such a strongly held anti-ID belief cannot plausibly exist.

One cannot argue with a non-evidence-based construction of reality by an appeal to evidence, whether the evidence presented is design isomorphs or any other plausible set of data.

It is now a matter of observational fact that design isomorphs exist. Precise matches to things we know were intelligently designed are being found in life. What is the data and evidence that provide correlations sufficient to think it plausible that biology and technology were both designed by intelligence? One possible reason to infer intelligence is the sheer improbability that both technological and biological sides of a complete isomorph would have the same complex structures, utilize the same strategies, and fulfill the same purposes. But this makes ID an open scientific question, not a closed case.

ID is an empiricist movement within the natural sciences, reacting to the excesses of rationalism in Young-Earth Creationism (YEC), Old-Earth Creationism (OEC), and Darwinian evolution. YEC, OEC
and Darwinism have all been heavily influenced by rationalism, and much of it has been theological, all the while non-scriptural, heterodox, or unorthodox. The obvious examples of this are the “God wouldn't do it that way” premises that come from the three camps of YEC, OEC, and Darwinism.

A subtle part of the rationalism problem is the reality of unexamined alternatives. When one says that the answer to a particular question has to be A or B, then one is making the a priori assumption that A and B cover the entire range of possibilities. But how do we know there aren’t other possible answers? This more subtle form of rationalism is common, and it often rears its head in scientific circles.

ID, on the other hand, minimizes the a priori axioms in order to bring greater focus on the scientific data. So ID does not mandate that this or that be true, but is limited to truth claims about the data and claims about how nature works.

**Detachability**

Despite the heavy ID overtones with design isomorphism, a great strength of isomorphic reasoning is its detachability from its theoretical causal chain. History has shown that isomorphic reasoning has been helpful whether one thinks the cause of life is intelligent or unintelligent. Without having stated that they are open to ID, Bruce Alberts, Hiroaki Kitano, Robert Eisenberg (citation in footnote 1), William Bialek, and Scott Turner have discussed the usefulness of isomorphic reasoning in biology.

Though design isomorphs provide evidence of the commonality between the cause of the origin of life and the cause of the origin of inventions, ID is detachable from isomorphism. Indeed, an empirical search for signs of intelligence in nature is not dependent in any way on the existence or non-existence of design isomorphs.

Like any useful conceptual tool in science, there is no absolute commitment to the underlying mental reality. Because standard biological research is not committed to isomorphism by necessity, teleomentalism is still a very viable option for bioscientists when using isomorphic reasoning. Isomorphic integration and reasoning can be used as mental implements to understand nature, with the answer to the open question of intelligent design coming later through further study and exploration of nature.

**From conceptual resource to metric-based resource**

When considered together, a convergence can be perceived between the rapid development of biology and technology. Both the biological and technological worlds contain informatic and functional structures of vast complexity, diversity, and robustness. Bruce Alberts, former President of the National Academy of Sciences, stated that, “Given the ubiquity of protein machines in biology, we should be seriously attempting a comparative analysis of all of the known machines, with the aim of classifying them into types and deriving some general principles for future analyses. Some of the methodologies that have been derived by the engineers who analyze the machines of our common experience are likely to be relevant.” Alberts is correct about engineering being relevant to biological study, and the present work shows that this applicability is common. Design isomorphs can serve as fulcrums to guide this method of characterizing biology and technology as complex systems.

The next step for isomorphism is to develop a quantitative isomorphic rating based on measurements of the complexity and congruencies within functional, material, conceptual, and structural isomorphs.

---

With such a metric, presented here as Isomorphic Complexity (abbreviated IsoC) the number of specific congruencies between the two sides of an isomorph would be enumerated and a rating rendered. Within such a metric, the number of isomorphic types involved could increase the rating by a specific factor, the number of specific congruencies would increase the rating by a specific factor, and the number of layered isomorphs would increase the rating. After this is accomplished, the scores would then be amenable mathematical analysis, and different types of comparisons and extrapolations would be possible.

Isomorphic Complexity Database (I.C.D.)

Quantifying isomorphic realities with IsoC ratings leads to the possibility of different types of research databases. One possibility is an Isomorphic Complexity database that would have two super-domains of data sets: one set for biological systems and one set for engineered systems (See Figure 1.8).

A common syntax and semantics for defining all aspects of currently known systems conceptual, structural, and functional dimensions would be established. A common syntax to characterize and quantify different systems would allow the two sets of biological and technological data to interface in the database. It should also be possible to form this quantification method such that new and undiscovered systems could be characterized.

Conventions for characterizing and quantifying complex systems are well developed, but interfacing available data from both technology and biology is still to be worked out. Methods for analysis of engineered systems have long been in place, and can be implemented through databases such as Unified Modeling Language (UML), Infagon, Object Role Modeling (ORM), and Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs).

A framework for characterizing biological structures already exists in the Gene Ontology terms database and Enzyme Commission number (EC number). Systems-level characterization and quantification of biological organisms is still developing, but has been significantly advanced by ground-breaking work in frameworks such as Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML), Cell Markup Language (CellML), and BioPAX. Other frameworks could provide insights.

Figure 1.8

A database of all technologies found both in life and in all inventions could bring greater knowledge to the relevant sciences. More types of heuristic guidance and new predictive abilities might also emerge. Newly revealed conceptual, structural, and functional dimensions of an unexplored biological component could be matched in the isomorph catalog with inventions having correlated technological characteristics, and thereby guide the biologist to technological counterparts that may serve to guide research. New methods of exploration and research could be developed. A database of this type could be a valuable resource.

---

55 See: http://www.orm.net.
61 MathML, SGF (Structured Graph Format), Chemical Markup Language (ChemML), MoDL (Molecular Dynamics Language).
to researchers in molecular biology, biochemistry, genetics, epigenetics, systems biology, biotechnology, biomimetics, and others studying complex organic systems.

**Meta-Isomorph Database (M.I.D.)**

Another possible isomorphic database is one that could render an interdisciplinary analysis of major trends in 6 subsets of data: the 2 sides of design isomorphs, biological evolution and convergences in life, and technological evolution (TRIZ)\(^{63}\) and convergences in technology. (See Figure 1.9) If these sets were all subjected to comparative analysis, this database could reveal new knowledge about the worlds of technology and biology that could hold the key to new knowledge about complex systems, and possibly some very important evolutionary predictions.

**Feasibility**

Biologists, biophysicists, computational biologists, computer scientists, and inventors have been briefed on ideas presented in this paper. Their opinion is that, based on our current rate of scientific progress, these types of isomorphic databases may be many decades or several centuries away. However, this effort cannot be dismissed since the finding of characteristic similarities and convergence patterns between biological evolution and technological evolution may reap unimaginable benefits for the life sciences, and also in technological applications of scientific knowledge.

**Isomorphism and the future**

Through ideas presented in this essay a design-based perspective of biological research can be perceived, and could be generally labeled “design isomorphism.” The design isomorph, isomorphic reasoning, isomorphic integration, and Isomorphic Complexity all show a rich outgrowth of design-based views in biology, and even offers a “total package” perspective for a biologist. That is to say, design isomorphism is an approach that offers an overarching view of most theoretical and practical dimensions of biological practice.

Design isomorphism also presents many future opportunities for further discussion of scientific connections between technology and biology, especially in biomimetics, complex systems theory, organizational theory, theories of innovation, TRIZ, and nanotechnology. History and philosophy of science topics also issue from this framework, including causal and inductive implications. Ontological and ethical considerations about life and its relation to human technological progress also spring from design isomorphism.

One might be surprised that all of the “simple machines” are found in living organisms. In addition to the worm gears and screws already mentioned (DNA double helix and helicase), there are also inclined planes and wedges,\(^{64}\) levers,\(^{65}\) pulleys,\(^{66}\) and wheels & axles.\(^{67}\) These and other facts have Platonic undertones that merit philosophical consideration.

---


\(^{64}\) An animal claw is a wedge device. Wedges and inclined planes are essentially the same device type.

\(^{65}\) Joints such as the elbow and knee serve as levers.


\(^{67}\) The ATPase and the bacterial flagellum both utilize wheel & axle structures, and the tumbleweed also utilizes a wheel-based function.
Given the ubiquity and strong likenesses between isomorphs, the fact that the birth of the life sciences was marked with isomorphic reasoning, and since isomorphic reasoning has been incredibly helpful to biological practice up to this day, the causal link between products of human intelligence and the possible intelligent cause of life is strengthened. As such, design isomorphs are not literally “vindications” of ID. Instead, isomorphism is 1) a clear example of how ID-based reasoning has profoundly helped research biologists, 2) a conceptual resource that says that ID-based reasoning will continue to be helpful to researchers, 3) a framework that provides powerful heuristic guidance, 4) has a strong potential of being developed into a conceptual resource that can yield precise predictions, and 5) a reason to think that intelligent design will one day be more fully-affirmed by the evidence.

The veracity of Eisenberg’s advice referred to at the beginning of this work should now be abundantly clear. The further into the living world scientists penetrate, the more we find design isomorphs to be present. The more we learn about biology, the more isomorphic integration and isomorphic reasoning is needed to understand and utilize the data. Will this trend cease? Given the track record of isomorphism in biology, a slower tempo is not expected. Since the deeper we look into biology the truer it is that life is “more complex than once thought,” the isomorphic trends in bioscience can certainly be expected to continue gaining momentum.